We strongly believe that those are real issues of women that should be addressed deservingly by the political actions, both by the Government and by the women themselves, both in legislation and in concerted mass actions.

Women can only take the forefront in these political actions if they are able to thrive three related matters:

1. if they are conscious enough of their problems
2. if they are organized as a strong political force
3. if their concerted actions are sustained enough to make a difference.

Our immediate political agenda is therefore to educate, organize and mobilize as many women and women groups as we can, not only in the coming elections, but more so, before and after 2013 General Elections in Pakistan to act on these issues. We are optimistic that we will all be taking steps in carrying out political agenda for women. By all means, let’s debate and discuss. That’s all we’re after the agenda beyond the parameters of effective actions.